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Abstract

The Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) is a strong gradient in water mass properties close to the Antarctic margins. Heat transport

across the ASF is important to Earth’s climate, as it influences melting of ice shelves, the formation of bottom water, and

thus the global meridional overturning circulation. Previous studies based on relatively low-resolution models have reported

contradictory findings regarding the impact of additional meltwater on onshore heat transport onto the Antarctic continental

shelf: it remains unclear whether meltwater enhances shoreward heat transport, leading to a positive feedback, or further isolates

the continental shelf from the open ocean. In this study, heat transport across the ASF is investigated using high-resolution,

process-oriented simulations. It is found that shoreward heat transport is primarily controlled by the salinity gradient of the

shelf waters: both freshening and salinification of the shelf waters relative to the offshore waters lead to increased heat flux

onto the continental shelf. For salty shelves, the overturning consists of a dense water outflow that drives a shoreward heat flux

near the seafloor; for fresh shelves, there is a shallow, eddy-driven overturning circulation that is associated with an export of

fresh surface waters and a near-surface shoreward heat flux. The eddy-driven overturning associated with coastal freshening

may lead to a positive feedback in a warming climate: large volumes of meltwater increase shoreward heat transport, causing

further melt of ice shelves.
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Coastal freshening enhances eddy-driven heat transfer toward the Antarctic margins
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1

The Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) is a strong gradient in water mass properties close to the Antarctic margins. Heat transport2

across the ASF is important to Earth’s climate, as it influences melting of ice shelves, the formation of bottom water, and thus the3

globalmeridional overturning circulation. Previous studies based on relatively low-resolutionmodels have reported contradictory4

findings regarding the impact of additional meltwater on onshore heat transport onto the Antarctic continental shelf: it remains5

unclear whether meltwater enhances shoreward heat transport, leading to a positive feedback, or further isolates the continental6

shelf from the open ocean. In this study, heat transport across the ASF is investigated using high-resolution, process-oriented7

simulations. It is found that shoreward heat transport is primarily controlled by the salinity gradient of the shelf waters: both8

freshening and salinification of the shelf waters relative to the offshore waters lead to increased heat flux onto the continental9

shelf. For salty shelves, the overturning consists of a dense water outflow that drives a shoreward heat flux near the seafloor;10

for fresh shelves, there is a shallow, eddy-driven overturning circulation that is associated with an export of fresh surface waters11

and a near-surface shoreward heat flux. The eddy-driven overturning associated with coastal freshening may lead to a positive12

feedback in a warming climate: large volumes of meltwater increase shoreward heat transport, causing furthermelt of ice shelves.13

Recent studies have shown that the volume loss fromAntarctic14

ice shelves is accelerating47;48, which is largely attributed to ocean-15

driven basal melt48;9;1. Observations and model projections have16

indicated a widespread freshening of the Antarctic margins due to17

increased meltwater discharge25;27;53;64;37;51. Coastal freshening18

can reshape the ocean circulation around the Antarctic margins1919

and potentially modify the shoreward ocean heat transfer. There-20

fore, understanding the interplay between meltwater discharge and21

ocean heat transport is critical for predicting future climate change,22

especially sea-level rise28, dense water formation, and the global23

overturning circulation67. Fig. 1a shows the winter climatology24

of ocean salinity at 500 m depth, or at the seafloor where the25

ocean is shallower than 500 m. In the Ross Sea and the Wed-26

dell Sea, where the Antarctic bottom water is formed, the coastal27

salinity is relatively high. Close to the Antarctic Peninsula and in28

East Antarctica, the continental shelves are fresher than the water29

masses offshore. Fig. 1b-c show cross sections of ocean salin-30

ity, highlighting the “fresh shelves” and “dense shelves” around31

Antarctica.32

As a strong gradient in water mass properties between the cold33

shelf water and the warmer Circumpolar Deep Water (CDW), the34

Antarctic Slope Front (ASF) is essential in ocean heat transfer35

toward the Antarctic margins67. The ASF, and the associated36

westward Antarctic Slope Current (ASC), form a barrier to ex-37

changes such as heat, freshwater, and nutrients between the con-38

tinental shelf and the open ocean26;74;21, except along the West39

Antarctic Peninsula67. The arrows in Fig. 1a indicate the major40

ocean current systems around the Antarctic margins, with ASC41

highlighted in white. In the Bellingshausen Sea and the Amund-42

sen Sea where the ASC is weaker, denoted by the white dashed43

curve in Fig. 1a, warm water at depth can access ice shelves via44

submarine troughs67, leading to the highest ice shelf thinning45

rates around Antarctica48;9;47, and thereby to coastal freshening.46

Though wind and buoyancy forcing have historically been recog-47

nized as key drivers of the ASC26;74;17, there are mounting studies48

that emphasize the role of small-scale and/or high-frequency vari-49

ability in the cross-slope heat and water mass exchanges, such as50

mesoscale eddies44;66;62;63, tides46;41;23;11, dense outflows73, and51

shelf waves29;58.52

Previous studies with relatively coarse resolution show that53

coastal freshening leads to increased shoreward heat trans-54

port, which triggers strong subsurface warming around Antarc-55

tica38;12;5;52;50. For example, Golledge et al. (2019)15 found that56

meltwater from Antarctica will trap warm water below the sea57

surface, creating a positive feedback that increases Antarctic ice58

loss. Some other studies have opposite predictions of ocean heat59

transport in response to meltwater2;65. Using a global ocean-sea60

ice model, Moorman et al. (2020)39 found that coastal freshening61

tends to isolate the continental shelves from offshore heat. How-62

ever, these modeling studies with relatively coarse resolution did63

not fully resolve mesoscale eddies in their simulations due to the64

small Rossby radius of deformation59;62, thus potentially omitted65

a key source of onshore ocean heat transfer contributed by eddies.66

Nakayama et al. (2021)43 found increased shoreward heat trans-67

port associated with coastal freshening in East Antarctica, using68

a horizontal grid spacing of 3-4 km. However, the mechanism69

underlying the increased heat transport remains unclear.70

In this study, we show that if the resolution is high enough71

to resolve mesoscale eddies over the continental shelf and slope,72

coastal freshening leads to increased shoreward heat transport.73

In addition, we provide insight into the dynamic mechanisms of74

shoreward ocean heat transport driven by eddies, tides, and mean75
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Fig. 1 | Salinity regimes around Antarctica and in our model configuration. a, winter climatology (1981-2010) of 500-m depth ocean
salinity or seafloor salinity where the ocean is shallower than 500 m. The black dashed curve indicates the 1,000 m isobath. The
white arrows represent the Antarctic Slope Current (ASC), with white dashed lines in the Bellingshausen (BS), Amundsen (AS), and
Ross Seas denoting the uncertain initiation of the ASC67. The solid gray arrows represent the Ross Gyre and the Weddell Gyre. The
dashed gray arrows represent the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). b, a cross section of ocean salinity taken in the Ross Sea
(73.05◦-69.01◦S, 172.13◦E), where the shelf is relatively salty, overlaid by gray contours of surface-referenced potential temperature. c,
a cross section of ocean salinity taken in East Antarctica (67.75◦-63.71◦S, 76.38◦E), where the shelf is relatively fresh, overlaid by gray
contours of surface-referenced potential temperature. The data used in a-c comes from World Ocean Atlas 201877. d, results of the
dense-shelf (equivalent to “salty-shelf” in this study) simulation with instantaneous sea surface potential density, 0◦C isotherms, and
time- and zonal-mean salinity in the background. The white arrows denote the direction and relative strength of sea surface currents,
and the black arrow schematically shows the direction of the ASC. e, similar to d, shows the fresh-shelf simulation. The colorbar
spacing is 0.016 psu for salinity, and 0.01 kg/m3 for surface potential density.

flows, as well as its sensitivity to wind forcing, sea ice, and topog-76

raphy.77

Model configuration78

In this study, we use a high-resolution process-oriented model79

developed by Si et al. (submitted)54, based on the Mas-80

sachusetts Institute of Technology General Circulation Model81

(MITgcm)34;35. We use an ocean/sea icemodel because the ocean-82

sea ice interaction exerts an important dynamical influence on83

the ASF/ASC67;54. The model solves the hydrostatic Boussinesq84

equations with high-order polynomials for the equation of state36.85

The model simulates sea ice dynamics33 using a viscous-plastic86

ice rheology22 and thermodynamics with seven sea ice thickness87

categories75. We need to use high resolution to resolve mesoscale88

eddies over the shelf and slope59;62, and hence we adopt a small89

domain (450 km by 400 km by 4 km ) and fine horizontal grid90

spacing (2 km). The vertical grid spacing ranges from 10 m at91

the surface to 100 m at the bottom with 70 vertical levels. We92

exclude seasonal variations from our simulations, and set the at-93

mospheric properties to minimize the net air-ice thermodynamic94

fluxes to preserve a relatively uniform sea ice cover, because this is95
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Fig. 2 | Sensitivity of shoreward heat transport. a, vertically and zonally integrated meridional advective heat flux in the simulations
with varied shelf bottom salinity ((bot

shelf) in TW (1 TW = 1012 W), as a function of latitude H. The horizontal resolution of these
simulations is 2 km. Light gray denotes the latitudinal band (50 km–75 km) used to calculate the averaged heat transferred onto the
shelf, �shelf . The 20-km sponge layers in the northern and southern boundaries are excluded. b, heat transferred onto the continental
shelf (�shelf), as a function of shelf bottom salinity prescribed at the southern boundary. The solid, dotted, and dashed lines denote
simulations with 2-km, 5-km, and 10-km resolution, respectively. In the background, light red denotes regions of positive feedback, and
light blue denotes regions of negative feedback. For the fresh-shelf, reference, and dense-shelf cases, the sensitivities of �shelf to other
model parameters are marked with various shapes, with larger marker sizes corresponding to larger values of parameters.

the representative of the typical conditions in Antarctica54. Ideal-96

ized wind forcing and tidal currents are imposed based on typical97

conditions observed near the Antarctic margins (see Methods).98

We impose the bulk meridional density gradient as a control pa-99

rameter via two 20-km-wide sponge layers at the northern and100

southern boundaries. At the northern boundary, we restore the101

ocean temperature and salinity to the winter climatology of hy-102

drography taken at East Antarctica18. At the southern boundary,103

the potential temperature is vertically uniform and equal to the104

freezing temperature, as typically observed31, and we impose a105

linear vertical profile of salinity. We control the offshore density106

gradient by varying the maximum salinity and salinity gradient at107

the southern boundary.108

Fig. 1d and 1e show the state of the ocean in the dense-shelf109

and fresh-shelf cases. The ASC flows westward along the slope,110

and shifts from a surface-intensified current in the fresh-shelf case111

(Fig. 1e) to a bottom-intensified current in the dense-shelf case112

(Fig. 1d), consistent with observations30. We explored the fol-113

lowing parameters in our simulations: salinity at the southern114

boundary, wind speeds, tidal amplitude, sea ice thickness, and115

continental slope width. We additionally run simulations using116

coarser horizontal grid spacings (5 km and 10 km) for compari-117

son with our high-resolution (2 km) runs. We run these coarse118

simulations with and without the standard Gent-McWilliams/Redi119

(GM-Redi) parameterization schemes for mesoscale eddies13;14;49120

to evaluate the ability of coarser-resolution models to capture the121

shoreward heat transfer.122

Results123

Fig. 2 shows the sensitivity of shoreward heat transport. We124

find that the shoreward heat transport is largely controlled by the125

magnitude of the cross-slope salinity gradient (equivalently off-126

shore buoyancy gradient), with some other parameters such as sea127

ice thickness and slope width greatly enhancing shoreward heat128

transport in the fresh-shelf and dense-shelf cases (Fig. 2b). The129

shoreward heat flux is very close to zero in the reference case130

with no offshore buoyancy gradient. Both freshening and salin-131

ification of the shelf waters relative to the offshore waters lead132

to increased heat flux onto the continental shelf (Fig. 2a). The133

heat convergence over the continental shelf and slope is locally134

balanced by ocean-sea ice heat flux due to sea ice melting, which135

is sensitive to tidal amplitude. For continental shelves with large136

volumes ofmeltwater (fresh shelves), increased heat transport with137

freshening indicates further melt of the ice shelves, and thus we138

expect a positive feedback based on previous studies15;38;52. For139

salty shelves with dense water production, since the shoreward140

heat transport increases with salinification, causing further melt141

and leading to freshening, we expect a negative feedback in the142

dense-shelf regime.143

The perturbation experiments show that the sensitivity of144

shoreward heat transport is complicated, depending on the salin-145

ity regime (Fig. 2b) and offshore distance (Extended Data Fig. 2).146

For the reference shelf salinity, the shoreward heat transport in-147

creases with larger tidal amplitude, stronger meridional winds,148

or thinner sea ice. For fresh shelves, the shoreward heat trans-149

port increases greatly with thicker sea ice, weaker zonal wind, or150

steeper continental slope. For dense shelves, the shoreward heat151
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Fig. 3 | Pathways of heat and overturning circulation in the fresh-shelf and dense-shelf cases. a-b, time-mean and zonally integrated
meridional advective heat flux. c-d, time-mean heat function in TW (1 TW = 1012 W). e-f, time-mean overturning streamfunction in
Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s). Yellow arrows denote the pathways of heat, and black arrows denote the direction of the overturning circulation.
a, c and e, the fresh-shelf case. b, d and f, the dense-shelf case. The spacings of the color contours in all panels are 1/40 of the
corresponding colorbar range. The 20-km sponge layers in the northern and southern boundaries are excluded.

transport increases with steeper continental slope, thinner sea ice,152

and weaker zonal wind, and exhibits a non-monotonic response to153

tidal amplitude.154

To provide mechanistic insight into the shoreward heat trans-155

port in different cases, we show the vertical structure of the advec-156

tive heat fluxes in Fig. 3a-b, and heat function in Fig. 3c-d. The157

heat function was first introduced by Boccaletti et al. (2005)4 to158

trace the oceanic pathways of heat, which is defined as159

q(H, I) = 2?d0

∫ I

I′=[1

〈
E\
� − E�\ref

〉
3I′, (1)

where 2? is the specific heat capacity, d0 is the reference density,160

[1 is the seafloor elevation, E is the meridional velocity, \ is the161

potential temperature, \ref is the reference potential temperature,162

• � denotes an 8-year time average, and the angle brackets denotes163

zonal integral. The interpretation of the heat function is very sim-164

ilar for different choices of the reference temperature4, so we use165

\ref = 0◦C in this study for simplicity. Both the heat flux and heat166

function show that the shoreward heat transport increases near the167

ocean surface for fresh shelves (Fig. 3a, c), and near the seafloor168

for dense shelves (Fig. 3b, d).169

We find that in either case, the shoreward heat transport is170

associated with overturning circulation. By vertically integrating171

meridional transport within potential density layers, we compute172

4



the isopycnal overturning streamfunction10,173

kisop (H,f2) =
〈∫ I=0

I=[1

EH
[
f2−f′2 (G, H, I, C)

]
3I

� 〉
, (2)

where f2 is the potential density with a reference depth of 2 km,174

f′2 (G, H, I, C) is the simulated f2 field, I = 0 is the sea surface, and175

H[·] is the Heaviside function. We find that for fresh shelves,176

there is a shallow overturning associated with an export of fresh177

surface waters (Fig. 3e). For dense shelves, the overturning con-178

sists of an export of dense water near the seafloor (Fig. 3f).179

In order to understand the relative contribution of tides, tran-180

sient eddies, and mean flows to shoreward heat transport, we tem-181

porally decompose the total heat transport into tidal, eddy, and182

mean components (see Methods). We find that the shoreward183

heat flux carried by transient eddies significantly increases over184

the shelf for both fresh and dense shelves; the tidal heat trans-185

port is largely compensated by the mean component, with the186

residual supporting the heat transport across the continental slope187

(Extended Data Fig. 3a-c). We further quantify the eddy and tidal188

heat transport due to the net volume fluxes ofwater across the slope189

(namely eddy advection and tidal advection), and due to themixing190

of heat along isopycnals (eddy diffusion and tidal diffusion). We191

show that the heat transport over the shelf is dominated by eddy192

advection for fresh shelves, and by eddy diffusion for dense shelves193

(Extended Data Fig. 3d-e). Inspired by the finding that eddy heat194

transport is essential over the shelf, we analyze the decomposi-195

tion of the total kinetic energy, and find that the eddy kinetic196

energy increases substantially for the fresh-shelf and dense-shelf197

cases (Extended Data Fig. 4). Since the pattern of overturning198

circulation plays a key role in shoreward heat transport, we also199

temporally decompose the isopycnal overturning streamfunction200

into tidal, transient-eddy, Eulerian-mean, and standing-wave com-201

ponents. We find that for fresh shelves, the overturning circulation202

is dominated by transient baroclinic eddies, with the residual of203

mean and tidal components accounting for the overturning across204

the slope (Extended Data Fig. 5). For dense shelves, the over-205

turning circulation is contributed by baroclinic eddies in the open206

ocean, mean gravity current over the slope, and standing waves in207

the troughs of the continental shelf (Extended Data Fig. 6).208

We find that if the horizontal grid spacing is not fine enough,209

the model can not properly resolve the positive feedback in the210

fresh-shelf regime. In contrast, model resolution higher than 2 km211

(e.g., 1 km) does not qualitatively make any difference (figure not212

shown). The lines in Fig. 2b show the sensitivity of shoreward213

heat transport to horizontal grid spacing, with green and yellow214

lines corresponding to the fresh-shelf and dense-shelf regimes,215

respectively. For heat transferred onto the shelf (�shelf), the simu-216

lations with coarser resolution (5 km or 10 km) are able to capture217

the increase of shoreward heat transport in the dense-shelf regime.218

Since shoreward heat transport in the dense-shelf regime is driven219

by dense water export through canyons40 (Fig. 3b, f, Extended220

Data Fig. 6c-d), this suggests that models can capture the heat221

transport as long as they resolves the canyons on the shelf. How-222

ever, the coarse-resolution simulations perform poorly in the fresh223

shelf regime because they do not adequately resolve baroclinic224

eddies. This is because the first baroclinic Rossby deformation225

radius7 (close to 2.3 km over the continental shelf, and 6.8 km in226

the deep ocean) is relatively small over the shelf and slope. As227

for the heat transferred onto the slope (�slope) in the fresh-shelf228

regime, the 5-km and 10-km simulations can capture the trend of229

�slope with varied shelf bottom salinity (Extended Data Fig. 2b),230

but themagnitude of the change in �slope is about two times smaller231

than that in the 2-km simulations. We also find that the standard232

GM-Redi eddy parameterization scheme is not enough to repro-233

duce the positive feedback, leading to even worse performance234

in shoreward heat transport (Extended Data Fig. 2), though other235

sophisticated “slope-aware” eddy parameterization schemes may236

work71;70;69.237

Fig. 4 | Schematic of salinity-controlled shoreward heat trans-
port. The gray dashed curves with arrows denote the zonally
averaged meridional overturning circulation. The black circle
with a cross shows that the direction of the slope current is west-
ward (into the page), with the size of the circle representing the
strength of the slope current. The circular arrows denote the
transient baroclinic eddies. In panel c, the white curve with an
arrow denotes the mean gravity current associated with dense
water outflow.

Conclusions and implications238

To summarize, we find that both freshening of the fresh shelves239

and salinification of the dense shelves lead to enhanced heat flux240
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toward the Antarctic margins. The increased onshore heat transfer241

with coastal freshening happens only when the horizontal reso-242

lution is high enough and thus the model is capable of resolving243

mesoscale eddies over the shelf and slope (Fig. 2). This sug-244

gests that previous studies with relatively coarse-resolution cli-245

mate models either get the wrong results, or get the right results246

for the wrong reasons. Fig. 4 schematically summarizes the pro-247

cesses responsible for enhanced shoreward heat transport for fresh248

shelves and dense shelves. We find that freshening the shelf leads249

to baroclinic instabilities of the slope front that drive a shallow250

overturning, bringing warm waters onto the shelf and exporting251

fresh surface waters offshore (Fig. 4a), while salinifying the shelf252

leads to dense outflows in canyons that drive a warm return flow at253

mid-depth (Fig. 4c). These mechanisms of shoreward mass/heat254

transfer are consistent with the findings of Stewart and Thompson255

(2016)63 and Morrison et al. (2020)40 for dense shelves, Nøst et256

al. (2011)44 and Hattermann (2018)18 for fresh shelves, and pre-257

vious studies on buoyancy-driven coastal currents in other parts of258

the ocean6;72.259

This study implies a positive feedback for future climate260

change: in a warming climate, large volumes of meltwater may261

increase shoreward heat transport, causing further melt of ice262

shelves. The enhanced heat transport with weaker zonal winds in263

the fresh-shelf and dense-shelf cases further implies an increased264

shoreward heat transport in the future, as weakening easterlies265

may be expected in the future due to warming over Antarctica and266

southward shift of thewesterlies57. Furthermore, our results imply267

that models with coarse horizontal resolution tend not to capture268

the enhanced shoreward heat flux in the fresh-shelf regime prop-269

erly. For future research on ocean heat transport and ice shelf270

melting, it is essential to employ high-resolution eddy-resolving271

models and/or improve parameterization schemes for eddy heat272

flux over the continental shelf and slope.273

There are several limitations of this work due to the heavy ide-274

alization of the model, which was required to allow adequate res-275

olution of eddies. The model simulates typical winter conditions276

of the Antarctic margins with permanent sea ice cover, with the277

assumption that most of the freezing happens south of the model278

domain, and most of the melt to the north. It does not include279

seasonal melting and freezing of sea ice, which strongly influence280

ocean stratification, and thus may modulate shoreward ocean heat281

transport76;17. The parameter regime spanned by the model ex-282

periments is not representative of the West Antarctic Peninsula283

(WAP) where the ice shelves are melting rapidly48;47, because284

the model’s shelf forcing imposes a strong temperature gradient285

at the southern boundary that differs from conditions along the286

WAP. In addition, the idealized channel model is insufficient to287

understand the circumpolar variability in ocean heat transport and288

the role of along-slope advection. A high-resolution circumpolar289

regional model is needed to identify “hot spots” of ocean heat290

transport around the Antarctic margins, and understand the effect291

of downstreammeltwater advection16;42. Moreover, we found that292

in different shelf salinity regimes, there is a shift in the sensitivity293

of shoreward heat transport to perturbations of wind, tides, sea294

ice thickness, and continental slope width. The underlying mech-295

anisms associated with the change in sensitivity require further296

study.297
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Methods298

Model configuration and simulations299

In this study, we use the restoring salinity at the southern boundary300

as a control parameter. For the reference simulation, the surface salinity301

of the southern boundary is set to be the same as the surface salinity of302

the northern boundary (34.12 psu); the bottom salinity of the southern303

boundary (shelf bottom salinity) is selected to make sure there is no dense304

water formation over the shelf, i.e., the potential density with a reference305

pressure of 4 km (f4) at the bottom of the continental shelf (H = 0 km,306

I = −500 m) is identical to that at the seafloor of the northern boundary307

(H = 450 km, I = −4000 m). For simulations with shelf salinity fresher308

than the reference case (“fresh-shelf regime”), we use a vertically uniform309

salinity profile at the southern boundary. For simulations with shelf salin-310

ity salter than the reference case (“dense-shelf regime”), we set surface311

salinity to be 34.12 psu, and then increase salinity linearly with depth. We312

set the restoring salinity in this way according to the climatology (Fig. 1b,313

c), i.e., large vertical variation of shelf salinity in the dense-shelf regime,314

and much smaller vertical variation of shelf salinity in the fresh-shelf315

regime. The model is forced by fixed atmospheric state. Both the zonal316

and meridional winds are strongest at the southern boundary (H = 0 km),317

decreasing linearly offshore with zero wind speeds at the northern bound-318

ary (H = 450 km). In addition, we prescribe a barotropic tidal current in319

the meridional direction normal to the northern and southern boundaries,320

with an idealized tidal period of 12 hours. Due to mass conservation, the321

tidal current amplitude over the shelf is about 8 times larger than that in322

the deep ocean32. For a detailed description of model bathymetry, atmo-323

spheric state, tides, sea ice, initial and boundary conditions, viscosity and324

diffusivity, please see Si et al. (submitted)54.325

In contrast to Si et al. (submitted)54, we use the Smagorinsky viscos-326

ity55;56 in all the simulations of this study. We turn off the grid-dependent327

biharmonic viscosities, and set the non-dimensional Smagorinsky bihar-328

monic viscosity factor to 4. In addition, we apply standard GM-Redi eddy329

parameterization13;14;49 for simulations with horizontal grid spacing of330

5 km or 10 km. The isopycnal diffusivity and thickness diffusivity are331

set to 100 m2/s. The maximum isopycnal slope is 0.025. The DM95332

tapering scheme8 is activated for these simulations, with DM95 critical333

slope 0.025 and DM95 tapering width 0.0025. The gray lines in Ex-334

tended Data Fig. 2 show that the straightforward application of GM-Redi335

parameterization can not correctly capture the onshore heat transport. We336

experimented with additional combinations of GM-Redi parameters, not337

reported here, but were unable to obtain an improved representation of338

the onshore heat transport.339

Extended Data Table 1 shows the list of experiments. Seven model340

parameters are varied: 1) shelf salinity profile, including the restoring341

salinity at the sea surface ((surf
south) and the seafloor ((bot

south) of the conti-342

nental shelf at the southern boundary; 2) zonal wind speed at the southern343

boundary (*a0); 3) meridional wind speed at the southern boundary (+a0);344

4) barotropic tidal current amplitude (�tide) at the northern boundary; 5)345

restoring sea ice thickness (ℎi0) at the southern boundary; 6) continental346

slope width (,(); 7) horizontal grid spacing (ΔG , ΔH).347

Extended Data Fig. 1 shows the time- and zonal-mean zonal circu-348

lation in the fresh-shelf, reference, and dense-shelf cases, overlaid by349

neutral density contours. Same as reported by previous studies30;54, the350

slope current is surface-intensified in the fresh-shelf case (Extended Data351

Fig. 1a), nearly barotropic in the reference case (Extended Data Fig. 1b),352

and bottom-intensified in the dense-shelf case (Extended Data Fig. 1c).353

Undercurrents appear for large salinity gradients, flowing eastward in the354

fresh-shelf and dense-shelf cases.355

Operators for temporal decomposition356

In order to calculate temporal decomposition of shoreward heat trans-357

port, overturning streamfunction, and kinetic energy, we define two time-358

averages over a single day ( • ) ) and over the analysis period ( • � )60;61,359

• ) =
1

1 day

∫ C0+1 day

C0
• 3C, • � =

1
8 years

∫ C0+8 years

C0
• ) 3C. (3)

These operators allows us to decompose any simulation variable into360

mean (b<), eddy (b4), and tidal (bC ) components:361

b< = b
)
�

= b
�
, b4 = b

) − b� , bC = b − b< − b4 = b − b
)
, (4)

where b represents velocity u = (D, E, F), potential temperature \, or362

potential density f2 with a reference depth of 2 km.363

Decomposition of the total meridional heat transport364

The total meridional heat transport in the ocean is mostly contributed365

by the advective heat transport. Following Stewart et al. (2018)60, we366

temporally decompose the total meridional advective heat flux (�total)367

into mean (�mean), eddy (�eddy), and tidal (�tide) components, i.e.,368

�total = �mean +�eddy +�tide.369

�total = E\
�
, (5a)

370

�mean = E<\<, (5b)
371

�eddy = E4\4
�
= E) \

)
�

−�mean, (5c)
372

�tide = EC \C
�
= �total − E) \

)
�

. (5d)

Extended Data Fig. 3 shows the zonally and vertically integrated373

meridional advective heat fluxes. In all cases, the shoreward tidal heat374

transport is largely compensated by the offshore mean component, which375

is consistent with Stewart et al. (2018)60. The residual of the mean376

and tidal components comprises the heat transport near the shelf break.377

Relative to the reference case, the eddy heat transport is enhanced over378

the shelf and in the deep ocean in both the fresh-shelf and dense-shelf379

cases. Near the continental shelf break, the eddy heat transport is weaker380

because the baroclinic eddies are suppressed there by the topographic381

vorticity gradient3;24;20.382

Decomposition of the total kinetic energy383

The total kinetic energy (KE) is decomposed into mean (MKE), eddy384

(EKE), and tidal (TKE) components, i.e., KE = MKE + EKE + TKE.385

KE =
1
2
u2� , (6a)

386

MKE =
1
2
u2
<

�
, (6b)

387

EKE =
1
2
u2
4

�
=

1
2
(u) )2

�

−MKE, (6c)
388

TKE =
1
2
u2
C

�
= KE− 1

2
(u) )2

�

. (6d)

We find that the EKE increases greatly when the continental shelves are389

very salty or very fresh, while the magnitudes of the MKE and TKE do390

not change much across the simulations with varying shelf salinity (Ex-391

tended Data Fig. 4a-c). For fresh shelves, the zonally integrated EKE is392

enhanced near the surface (Extended Data Fig. 4d). For dense shelves,393

the zonally integrated EKE is enhanced over the slope, and in the deep394

ocean (Extended Data Fig. 4f).395
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Decomposition of the isopycnal overturning streamfunction396

As noted in the main text, the shoreward heat transport is closely397

related to the meridional overturning circulation. We investigate to what398

extent different components of the flow contribute to the overturning399

circulation by decomposing the isopycnal overturning streamfunction400

(kisop) into mean (kmean), transient-eddy (keddy) and tidal (ktide) com-401

ponents, i.e., kisop = kmean +keddy +ktide. We calculate the overturning402

streamfunction in potential density f2-coordinate, and then remap it to403

z-coordinate following the standard approach45.404

kisop (H,f2) =
〈∫ I=0

I=[1

EH
[
f2 −f′2 (G, H, I, C)

]
3I

� 〉
, (7a)

405

kmean (H,f2) =
〈∫ I=0

I=[1

E<H
[
f2 −f′2< (G, H, I)

]
3I

〉
, (7b)

406

keddy (H,f2) =
〈∫ I=0

I=[1

E4H
[
f2 −f′24 (G, H, I, C)

]
3I

� 〉
=

〈∫ I=0

I=[1

E)H
[
f2 −f′2 (G, H, I, C)

)
]
3I

� 〉
−kmean (H,f2),

(7c)

407

ktide (H,f2) =
〈∫ I=0

I=[1

ECH
[
f2 −f′2C (G, H, I, C)

]
3I

� 〉
= kisop (H,f2) −

〈∫ I=0

I=[1

E)H
[
f2 −f′2 (G, H, I, C)

)
]
3I

� 〉
,

(7d)

where primes (′) denote simulated field, H[·] is the Heaviside function,408

and the angle brackets denote the zonal integral. We further decom-409

pose the mean overturning streamfunction into Eulerian-mean (kEM) and410

standing-wave (kSW, also referred to as “standing-eddy") components,411

i.e., kmean = kSW +kEM.412

kEM (H,f2) =
∫ I=0

I=[1

〈
E<

〉
H

[
f2 −

〈
f2< (G, H, I)

〉]
3I, (8a)

413
kSW (H,f2) = kmean (H,f2) −kEM (H,f2). (8b)

Extended Data Figs. 5 and 6 show the temporal decomposition of the414

isopycnal overturning streamfunction for fresh and dense shelves. For415

fresh shelves, there is a subsurface, baroclinic, eddy-driven overturning416

over the continental shelf and in the open ocean (Extended Data Fig. 5f);417

the tidal overturning is approximately compensated by the Eulerian-mean418

overturning, with the residual supporting the overturning across the con-419

tinental slope (Extended Data Fig. 5e, c). For dense shelves, the tran-420

sient eddies dominate the overturning in the deep ocean (Extended Data421

Fig. 6f); gravity currents comprise the Eulerian-mean component over422

the slope (Extended Data Fig. 6c) where eddies are suppressed; the stand-423

ing eddy component becomes important in the troughs on the continental424

shelf (Extended Data Fig. 6d).425

Diffusion and advection by tides and eddies426

Following Stewart and Thompson (2016)63, we further decompose427

the meridional eddy and tidal heat transports into tidal advection, tidal428

diffusion, eddy advection and eddy diffusion,429

�adv
eddy = Eeddy\

�
, �adv

tide = Etide\
� (9a)

430

�diffusion
eddy = �eddy −�adv

eddy, �
diffusion
tide = �tide −�adv

tide , (9b)

where Eeddy =−mk̃eddy/mI and Etide =−mk̃tide/mI, and k̃ denotes stream-431

functions mapped back to (H, I) space45. Eddy advection and tidal advec-432

tion quantify the cross-slope heat transport associated with the net volume433

fluxes of water across the slope. The eddy and tidal diffusion quantify434

the mixing of heat along isopycnals, which need not to be associated with435

any net volume flux63.436

Extended Data Fig. 3d-e shows eddy/tidal diffusion and advection in437

the fresh-shelf and dense-shelf cases. For fresh shelves, tidal advection438

and eddy advection are much larger than the diffusive terms (Extended439

Data Fig. 3d), indicating that for fresh shelves, the heat transport is due to440

net freshwater export. For dense shelves, the eddy advection dominates441

the heat transport in the deep ocean; while over the continental shelf, the442

eddy heat transport is due to eddy diffusion (Extended Data Fig. 3e).443
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ΔG , ΔH (surf
south (bot

south *a0 +a0 �tide ℎi0 ,(

(km) (psu) (psu) (m/s) (m/s) (m/s) (m) (km)
2, 5, 10 33 33 -6 6 0.05 1.0 50
2 33.28 33.28 -6 6 0.05 1.0 50
2, 5, 10 33.56 33.56 -6 6 0.05 1.0 50
2, 5, 10 34.12 34.12 -6 6 0.05 1.0 50
2, 5, 10 34.12 34.12+�( -6 6 0.05 1.0 50
2, 5, 10 34.12 34.12+2Δ( -6 6 0.05 1.0 50
2 34.12 34.12+2.5Δ( -6 6 0.05 1.0 50
2, 5, 10 34.12 34.12+3�( -6 6 0.05 1.0 50
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -4 6 0.05 1.0 50
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -8 6 0.05 1.0 50
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -6 4 0.05 1.0 50
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -6 12 0.05 1.0 50
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -6 6 0.00 1.0 50
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -6 6 0.10 1.0 50
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -6 6 0.05 0.2 50
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -6 6 0.05 1.8 50
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -6 6 0.05 1.0 25
2 33, 34.12 33, 34.12+Δ(, 34.12+3Δ( -6 6 0.05 1.0 100

Extended Data Table 1 | List of experiments. ΔG and ΔH are the horizontal grid spacings in the zonal and meridional direction,
respectively. Δ( = 0.23 psu is the vertical difference in the restoring salinity at the southern boundary between the sea surface ((surf

south)
and the seafloor of the continental shelf (500 m depth, (bot

south) of the reference case. *a0 and +a0 are the zonal (along-slope, positive
eastward) and meridional (cross-slope, positive northward) wind speed at the southern boundary, respectively. �tide is the prescribed
barotropic tidal current amplitude at the northern boundary. ℎi0 is the restoring sea ice thickness at the southern boundary, which
is also the initial sea ice thickness across the domain. ,( is the continental slope width. The boldface shows the three experiments
mainly described in this article (the fresh-shelf, reference, and dense-shelf cases), as well as perturbation simulations.
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Extended Data

Extended Data Fig. 1 | Time- and zonal-mean zonal (along-slope) circulation, overlaid by neutral density contours. a, the
fresh-shelf case. b, the reference case. c, the dense-shelf case. Blue denotes westward flow (into the page), and red denotes
eastward flow (out of the page). The gray contours with numbers show the time- and zonal-mean neutral density (kg/m3).
The black solid and dashed curves denote the deepest and shallowest bathymetry, respectively. The 20-km sponge layers in
the northern and southern boundaries are excluded.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Sensitivity of heat transferred onto the continental shelf (�shelf) and to the upper part of the
continental slope (�slope). a, vertically and zonally integrated meridional advective heat flux averaged over the shelf region
(y = 50 km–75 km), in unit TW (1 TW= 1012 W), as a function of shelf bottom salinity. The solid, dotted, and dashed lines
denote simulations with 2-km, 5-km, and 10-km resolution, respectively. The colored and gray lines denote simulations with
no GM-Redi eddy parameterization, and with GM-Redi, respectively. The insert is the zoom in of �shelf in the fresh-shelf
regime with the same axes. In the background, light red denotes regions of positive feedback, and light blue denotes regions
of negative feedback. For the fresh-shelf, reference, and dense-shelf cases, the sensitivity of �shelf to other model parameters
are marked with various shapes, with larger marker sizes corresponding to larger values of the parameters. b, similar to panel
a, but for the upper part of the continental slope (y = 125 km–150 km).
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | Temporal decomposition of the total meridional heat transport. a-c, total meridional heat transport,
and its tidal, eddy, and mean components in the fresh-shelf, reference, and dense-shelf cases. d-e, tidal advection, tidal
diffusion, eddy advection, and eddy diffusion in the fresh-shelf and dense-shelf cases. In all panels, negative values correspond
to shoreward (southward) heat transport. The 20-km sponge layers in the northern and southern boundaries are excluded.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | Temporal decomposition of the total kinetic energy. a-c, time-, vertical- and zonal-mean total kinetic
energy, and its tidal, eddy, and mean components in the fresh-shelf, reference, and dense-shelf cases. d-f, time- and zonal-
mean eddy kinetic energy in the three cases. The colored and solid white contours show intervals of 1.5× 10−4 m2/s2 and
10−3 m2/s2, respectively. The 20-km sponge layers in the northern and southern boundaries are excluded.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Temporal decomposition of the isopycnal overturning streamfunction (ψisop = ψEM +ψSW +ψtide +
ψeddy) in the fresh-shelf case. Isopycnal overturning streamfunction (kres) with a reference depth of 2 km in potential
density (f2) space (a) and z space (b). c, Eulerian-mean overturning streamfunction (kEM). d, standing-wave overturning
streamfunction (kSW). e, tidal overturning streamfunction (ktide). f, transient-eddy overturning streamfunction (keddy). The
white dashed and solid contours show intervals of 0.05 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s) and 0.1 Sv, respectively. The black arrows show
the direction of the overturning circulation, with positive values (red) corresponding to clockwise circulation, and negative
values (blue) corresponding to counter-clockwise circulation. The black solid and dashed curves denote the deepest and
shallowest bathymetry, respectively. The 20-km sponge layers in the northern and southern boundaries are excluded.
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | Temporal decomposition of the isopycnal overturning streamfunction in the dense-shelf case. Similar
to Extended Data Fig. 5, but for the dense-shelf case.
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